
INTRODUCTION

The real glass melting facility involves a non-
isothermal space with continuous melt flow. A multi-
tude of bubbles are entering the space by boundaries
(glass batch, surface of refractory materials) or are
formed in the melt. Bubbles are reacting with the melt
according to relations presented in [1] and distributed in
the space by glass flow and buoyancy force. As a result
of this process, the bubble concentration field evolves in
the space. The shape and intensity of the bubble con-
centration field gives evidence of the bubble removing
from glass. The high concentrations of bubbles in the
melt influence the melt properties as are average melt
density, viscosity and thermal conductivity, consequent-
ly the temperature and velocity fields of the melt, as
well as resulting bubble concentration field, are result of
mutual impact of melt and bubbles. The bubble growth
or dissolution is mostly influenced by the concentration
field of oxidation-reduction components of refining
agent reactions in the space. The resulting concentration
field of oxidation-reduction components in the real
melting space is mostly determined by the temperature
distribution, however, the component transport by the
melt convection and by diffusion play also their role.
Probably also bubbles influence the redox concentration
distribution by their extraction ability.

This work presents three distribution models of
components and particles in the glass melting space:

1.The distribution model of oxidation-reduction spe-
cies.

2.The distribution model of particles (solid particles,
bubbles) based on particle tracing (the model of parti-
cle representatives).

3.The distribution model of particles (solid particles,
bubbles) based on flow of monodisperse particle
phases through the melting space (the convective
model).

Both complete and simplified models of single
bubbles, described in Part 1 [1], are applicable in the
distribution model No.2, while only the simplified
model is usable in the convective model No.3. The con-
vective model should be applied when examining the
bubble impact on glass flow in the space.

THEORETICAL

Distribution of oxidation-reduction species
in the melting space

The general formal equation expressing the oxida-
tion-reduction behavior of refining agents and transition
metals is given by:

(1)
where b is the number of transferred electrons.
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For the sulfate equilibrium is valid:

(2)

If two or more oxidation-reduction pairs are present
in the melt, oxygen is shared by all pairs.

As the reactions are fast, the chemical equilibrium
sets almost instantly in the melt. For the former equa-
tions and low concentrations of oxidation-reduction
species in melt, we have:

(3)

where ci are the appropriate concentrations of ions relat-
ed to the standard state and [O2-] is the oxygen ion con-
centration in the melt of given composition (considered
constant when equilibrium of chemical reactions shifts).
The calculation of chemical equilibrium at constant tem-
perature and in the quiescent glass melt provides the
potential refining ability of the melt as is obvious from
figure 5 in Part 1 of this work [1].

Under real conditions of non-isothermal melting
and glass flow, the mass transfer of oxidation-reduction
species takes place through their diffusion and convec-
tion. Consequently, the equilibrium of oxidation-reduc-
tion reactions is continually shifted when changing con-
ditions. In the steady state, the chemical equilibrium
given by equations (1-2), are attained and diffusive-con-
vective relations for single reaction components are
simultaneously valid [2].
Considering the first oxidation-reduction equation, we
get:

(4-6)

where Di are the appropriate diffusion coefficients, v is
the vector of glass velocity and Ri are the appropriate
chemical sources, resulting from shifting the chemical
equilibrium of equation (1), and bound by the reaction
stoichiometry:

(7)

Numerical solution of equations (4-7) gives the distribu-
tion of oxidation-reduction components, i.e. as well dis-
tribution of the value of mib (O2, SO2) in the space (mib see
equations (8-9) in Part 1). The influence of bubbles on
the component distribution is not involved in this model.
Figure 1 presents the oxygen distribution in the model
melting space calculated by using the described model.

High bubble concentrations in the melting space
influence also the distribution of oxidation-reduction
components in the melt as shoved preliminary calcula-
tions [3]. To take into account this fact, simultaneous
calculations of temperatures, velocities and concentra-
tion fields of oxidation-reduction species as well as bub-
ble concentration field in the space are necessary. The
special model of single bubble behavior was proposed
for this purpose [4]. The proposed bubble model uses
equation (8) in Part 1 of this work; however, the bubble
composition is considered constant with time, reflecting
only the varying oxidation-reduction state of the melt.

Particle distribution and rising or settling
in the particle tracing model

(Model of particle representatives)

When applying the model for bubbles, the bubble
trajectories are followed in the melting space. Instead of
following all entering bubbles, only s.c. bubble repre-
sentatives are traced [5]. It is assumed that the trajecto-
ry of the given bubble representative differs only slight-
ly from trajectories of bubbles having sizes and starting
points close to the mentioned bubble representative.
Consequently, the represented bubbles find their posi-
tions on the trajectory of the bubble representative.
Thus, several thousands up to tens of thousands of rep-
resentative bubbles are followed instead of all entering
bubbles. In the steady state, all bubbles are located on
trajectories of bubble representatives and the appropriate
bubble concentration field is obtained by summation of
these bubbles in appropriate elementary volumes of
melt. The schematic trajectory of a bubble representative
presents figure 2.

Considering arbitrary bubble representative trajec-
tory, the amount of represented bubbles is characterized
by the frequency of bubbles entering the melting space.
This frequency is given by the melting space output and
by the bubble formation intensity.
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Figure 1.  Oxygen distribution in a longitudinal section through the modeled melting space (mol/m3).
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As is obvious, several sources of bubbles may be
considered, kinetics of bubble behavior is taken into
account by applying the complete bubble kinetic model
(equations (8-9)) or the simplified bubble model (equa-
tions (13) and (15)) in Part 1 of this work. Figure 3 pre-
sents the bubble concentrations in cross sections through
the model-melting furnace having thickness 1 m. Both
single bubble models described in Part 1, the complete
and simplified ones, are applied. The results acquired by
using mentioned models are similar; this fact confirms
the good applicability of the simplified model for bubble
distribution calculations in melting spaces.

Particle distribution and rising or settling
in the convective model

Ungan et al. have presented the convective bubble
distribution model for one component bubble [6]. This
paragraph presents the model of multicomponent bubble
distribution in the space. Particles, i.e. bubbles enter the
melting space as a new phase; they are distributed by
glass convection and by their own rising due to buoyan-
cy force. The concentration of particles is further deter-

mined by their interaction with the melt, i.e. by particle
growth or shrinking. The transport of bubbles by diffu-
sion is neglected. The governing equation valid for mass
concentration of monodisperse bubbles in given point of
the space has the form:

(8)

R is the bubble concentration change by their dissolution
or growth and is given by:

(9)

where da/dτ is the bubble growth or dissolution rate
obtainable from equations describing kinetics of beha-
vior of single bubbles (equations (8-9) or (13) and (15)
in Part 1), NB is bubble number density in the given
point, ρbub is the bubble density and Cin is the bubble
entering concentration in the melt. For polydisperse bub-
bles entering the melting space, we have:

(10)

If entering bubbles are polydisperse, the probability
density function, f (a), is both size and time dependent.
In numerical solution of equation (10), the bubble redis-
tribution into classes of bubble sizes is performed in
every calculation step. The calculation of the bubble dis-
tribution is terminated after reaching the steady state, i.e.
∂CΣ/∂τ = 0. At present, only the simplified model of
bubble behavior, i.e. equations (13) and (15) in Part 1 are
applied for the described convective distribution model.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Bubble influence on glass properties and behavior

The volume concentration of bubbles in some areas
of the melting furnace (below batch blanket, in the tem-
perature maximum, see figure 3) is high enough to influ-
ence of the melt and consequently, the melting process.
The glass viscosity increases with concentration of par-
ticles in the melt according to formula [7]:

(11)

where ϑ is volume fraction of spherical particles in the liquid.
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Figure 2.  The schematic trajectory of a bubble representative
with positions of represented bubbles in a melting space; fi -
frequency of entering of bubbles in the i-th class of bubble
sizes.

Figure 3.  The bubble concentrations in cross sections through
the model-melting space. Bubble tracing model. Complete
model: equations (8-9) in Part 1 [1]; Simplified model: equa-
tions (13) and (15).
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Thus, the glass viscosity in the given point of the
melting space is given by temperature and bubble con-
centration (the influence of present solid particles is neg-
lected).

The average glass density distinctly decreases in
areas with high bubble concentrations and the arising
buoyancy force competes with free convection evoked
by temperature differences. If the volume fraction of
bubbles in the melt is given by quantity ϑ, then the aver-
age density of the mixture melt - bubbles at constant
temperature is given by:

(12)

where the volume fraction of bubbles is calculated by
using appropriate bubble and distribution models. The
calculations performed on 2D model [8,9] and prelimi-
nary calculations using model of bubble representatives
in 3D space [10] have indicated the distinct impact of
bubbles on glass flow in regions with high bubble con-
centrations. To get more realistic values of value fields,
the convective distribution model should be nevertheless
applied. 

Figure 4 presents this situation by comparison of
glass velocity fields in the central longitudinal section
through the melting space for cases without and with the
influence of bubble buoyancy force.
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Figure 4.  The flow patterns of glass melt in the model-melting space. The longitudinal and cross sections.
a) without bubble influence, b) with bubble influence (standard bubble input concentration), c) with bubble influence (ten times
higher bubble input concentration).
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In figure 4, parts of glass pathways corresponding
to time interval 60 s are projected into YZ and central
XZ planes to show flow patterns of glass. Generally,
bubbles entering the space from the front of batch layer
restrict the back flow of glass coming from the region of
temperature maximum and bring about temperature
decrease in the below batch region. On the other side,
the horizontal bubble concentration gradients evoke cir-
culation flows extending up to the furnace bottom and
thus effectively stir the glass melt in vertical direction.
This is also obvious from figures 4b and 4c.

Bubbles also reduce the effective heat conductivity
of glass as heat conduction decreases with amount of
present insulating bubbles and radiation transport is
obstructed by radiation scattering on bubble surfaces.
The model of bubble effect on heat transfer in melt is
needed to describe refining process completely.

As already mentioned, the behavior of bubbles in a
real melting space is considerably determined by the dis-
tribution model of oxidation-reduction species in the
space [3]. The advanced refining model assumes there-
fore simultaneous solution of equations describing dis-
tribution of glass velocities, temperatures, oxidation-
reduction components and bubbles in the melting space.

MEASUREMENT OF REFINING PROPERTIES

The crucial values involve kinetic and equilibrium
data of single bubbles and single gases in a glass melt
namely bubble growth or dissolution rates, their com-
positions and diffusion coefficients, solubilities and
actual concentrations in the melt. While the first two
groups of data are needed by the simplified bubble
model, the data of single gases uses the complete model
of single bubbles. 

The data needed for the simplified (experimental) model
described by equations (13) and (15) in Part 1 [1]

The simplified equations involve two values, which
have to be acquired experimentally, namely (da/dτ)D -
the bubble growth rate at constant temperature and in
the stationary state, and C - the stationary concentration
of the refining gas in the bubble. The temperature
dependence of both quantities should be measured to
describe behavior of bubbles in the stationary state as
assumes equation (15).

The measurement of bubble growth rates in glass
melts needs a proper visual method working at high
temperatures. The method of high temperature observa-
tion of phenomena in molten glass, video recording and
image analysis, is applied for this purpose. The glass
sample is inserted into a flat silica glass probe and heat-
ed to melting temperature in a laboratory furnace with

observation window. To ensure the sufficiently long
time period for observation of a rising bubble, two
experimental arrangements are used:
- the measuring part of the silica glass cell is sufficient-

ly high (at least ten centimeters) and the whole cell is
vertically shifted during experiment to keep the rising
bubble in the visual field

- the observed bubble is alternatively rising through
glass in the measuring cell and inside a silica glass
tube immersed in glass. The bubble is continuously
pumped between both positions by pressure change in
the tube. The method, called "shuttle method", is cur-
rently applied to measure (da/dτ)D. The scheme of the
"shuttle method" is in figure 5.
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Figure 5.  Scheme of the "shuttle" method for measurement of
bubble growth or dissolution rate in glass melts - a) bubble
preparation, b) bubble movement.

a)

b)



In order to ascertain the bubble composition, bub-
bles in cooled glass samples are analyzed, most fre-
quently by mass spectrometry. The stationary concen-
tration of the refining gas (value C in equation (15)) in
bubbles at melting temperatures is, however, obtained
with a great error, when applying bubble analysis. The
high solubility of the refining gas in glass and its steep
temperature dependence brigs about the rapid absorp-
tion of refining gas into glass during cooling, conse-
quently the found values of C are too low. Nevertheless,
the rapid absorption of the refining gas may be utilized
to measure C. The visual observation of bubbles is
advantageously used for this purpose. Bubbles of sta-
tionary composition and at given temperature are pre-
pared in the melt and video recorded. Subsequently,
temperature is abruptly decreased to the value charac-
terized by the negligible stationary concentration of the
refining gas (approximately 1200°C in commercial
glass melts). The refining gas is considered as absorbed
gas, the mass transfer of remaining gases during tem-
perature drop is neglected.

The data needed for the complete model
described by equations (8-9) in Part 1

If the simplified model is not precise enough or
bubbles are modeled with the aim to reveal and localize
the defect bubble source, the complete model of bubble
behavior should be applied to follow both size and com-
position bubble history.

The accuracy of measurements of gas solubilities
and concentrations, as well as diffusion coefficients is
usually not satisfactory enough for the true representa-
tion of bubble histories. This fact leads to an idea to use
- similarly as in case of the simplified model - the kine-
tic data of bubble behavior for acquisition of maximum
scope of mentioned data. The set of differential equa-
tions describing bubble size and composition develop-
ment (equations (8-9)) in Part 1 makes the theoretical
base of the procedure.

These kinetic equations involve the terms
Di

2/3 (mib - mia) = Di
2/3 (mib - Lipi). The quantity Li is the

solubility of the i-th gas in the melt and pi is its partial
pressure in a bubble. Di, mib and Li are the data necessary
for bubble modeling.

Experiments with shuttling or rising bubbles pro-
vide dependences between a and τ; if the experiment is
properly arranged, also the development of bubble com-
position may be obtained. To get the relation between
the bubble composition and time, the observed bubble
should be caught, taken out of the melt and analyzed
after sample cooling. Taking into account the initial
non-stationary stage of bubble behavior and two exper-
imental points providing values of bubble radii, namely

aj and aj+1, and the appropriate couples of partial pres-
sures of the i-th gas, pij, pi,j+1 in the bubble, the appropri-
ate products have the form obtained from equations (8-
9) after rearranging:

(13)

and:

(14)

where:

(15)

Equations (13) and (14) are slightly modified for
water vapor as water concentration (in form OH groups)
depends on the square root of pH2O.

From both equations is obvious that they are valid
only when pij ≠ pi,j+1, i.e. in the non-stationary region of
bubble life. Consequently, non-stationary bubbles
should be measured in laboratory experiments.

While the values of aj, aj+1, pj and pj+1 are the measu-
red values, the appropriate derivatives need the substi-
tution of experimental results by empirical functions
a = a (τ) and pi = pi (τ).

The bubble input data

The frequency of bubbles entering the melting
space is determined by laboratory experiments. When
determining the frequency of bubbles coming from the
glass batch, the batch is exposed to the average time-
temperature regime of the batch in the real equipment.
The bubble density and size distribution is ascertained
from cooled samples. If NBi is the bubble number densi-
ty of the i-th class of bubble sizes measured by experi-
ment, the bubble entering frequency in the mentioned
class is given by:

(16)

where P is the mass pull rate of the space.
When searching for secondary bubble sources, the

bubble entering frequency is directly measured by
appropriate experiments. The high temperature observa-
tions of bubble forming and releasing, connected with
image analysis (bubble counting, bubble size determina-
tion), is mostly applied. The following figure 6 presents
the sequence of high temperature images of a glass melt
with a piece of refractory material, showing bubbles
evolved from the material. The right part of the picture
shows the establishing of the stationary rate of bubble
evolution from several commercial refractory materials.
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CONCLUSION

The particle distribution models help to provide a
more complete picture of the industrial glass melting
process. In addition, they reveal the potential mutual
influence of bubble multitude and glass melt. The dis-
tribution model of oxidation-reduction species does not
involve the expected extraction effect of bubbles. The
bubble distribution model based on bubble representa-
tive tracing provides the bubble concentration field in
the space, including actual bubble compositions, how-
ever, can not be used for calculation of mutual impact
bubbles and melt. The model should be applied for the
identification of defect bubble sources. The convective
model is destined to perform the simultaneous calcula-
tions of bubble and melt behavior. The further develop-
ment of distribution models leads to their simultaneous
application. The adequate experimental methods and
procedures should be developed to get data into refining
models. The high temperature observations of bubble
kinetics belong to the mostly used ones.
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Figure 6.  The sequence of high temperature images of a glass
melt with pieces of refractory materials, presenting bubbles
evolution from two compared materials; temperature 1200°C.

MODELOVÁNÍ KINETIKY BUBLIN
V TAVICÍM PROCESU SKEL

ÈÁST 2. DISTRIBUÈNÍ MODELY BUBLIN
A METODY MÌØENÍ DAT

JAROSLAV KLOUŽEK, LUBOMÍR NÌMEC

Laboratoø anorganických materiálù, spoleèné pracovištì
Ústavu anorganické chemie AV ÈR a Vysoké školy chemicko-

technologické Praha, Technická 5, 166 28  Praha

Požadavky na souèasné matematické modely tavicího
procesu skel zahrnují i prezentace koncentraèních polí nehomo-
genit. Kromì kinetiky chování jednotlivých nehomogenit v ta-
veninì je tedy tøeba uvažovat i jejich distribuci v daném
tavicím prostoru. Tato práce pøedstavuje tøi distribuèní modely
nutné pro modelování procesu odstraòování bublin a pro øízení
kvality tavených skel z hlediska této nehomogenity: distribuèní
model složek oxidaènì-redukèních reakcí a dva modely distri-
buce èástic (bubliny, pevné èástice) v tavicím prostoru. V práci
se diskutuje použitelnost jednotlivých modelù a jsou zde uve-
deny pøíklady jejich aplikace. Èlánek rovnìž popisuje metody a
postupy pro získávání dat do prezentovaných modelù.


